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A large and versatile trolley tool bag, perfect for any craftsman who 
need to bring an extensive set of tools to the worksite. It’s designed to 
carry power tools, hand tools, electronics, gadgets, bits and bobs 
 – everything you need.   
 
The bag is made from an extremely durable ballistic polyester - 1680 
Denier – for maximum wear resistance and service life. Large treaded 
wheels and a telescopic, aluminium handle allows you to easily pull it 
along over most surfaces.  
 
The bag consists of one single large compartment lined with pockets 
and tool holders. The bottom is clad in a red fabric making it easier 
to see what’s in it. The zippered main compartment has a flat lid with 
a document pocket. You can stack additional equipment on top of 
the bag and there’s a strap for fastening the lid in an open position. 
The bag also features external pockets, comfortably padded handles 
and a set of straps for attaching spirit levels or other long and narrow 
tools. The zippers are nylon coil zippers – very durable with large 
metal pullers that are easy to grip, even with gloves on. 

•  Extra-large main compartment and zippered pocket for documents in the lid. 

•  33 pockets and tool holders, including a holder for spirit levels. 

•  The bag is tested with a 60 kg static load and made from an extremely durable 
ballistic polyester - 1680 Denier. 

•  Telescopic aluminium handle and heavy-duty threaded wheels. 

•  Dimensions: 53 x 37 x 47 cm 
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Trolley Tool Bag.

NEW 2024

Art.no Model Weight Length Width Height Volume Qty/pack EAN-code

590170 Trolley Tool Bag 7,3 470 530 370 92,17 1 pcs

All measurements in mm/kg/litre

7 3 1 7 8 4 5 9 0 1 7 0 0

33 pockets and tool holders. Telescopic aluminium handle.
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